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This research incorporated an auction mechanism into the vehicle routing problem with occasional drivers and produced simulations in an agent-based environment. Auctions were used to match online orders with potential occasional drivers. While a centralized system optimizes system performance under global objectives, the novel decentralized approach presented here illustrates emergent phenomena resulting from the interaction of individual entities in highly dynamic cases. In the simulations, the auctions were executed after a fixed time interval called a rolling time horizon. Our results suggest that the appropriate rolling time horizon produces a lower average unit compensation cost because better matches can be found when the accumulation of online orders and occasional drivers is maintained at a certain level. The simulation results also indicate that the use of an auction mechanism instead of simple nonauction rules can improve the average unit compensation cost by up to 25.1%.

1. Introduction

E-retail, with its revolutionary business model, is radically changing the way people shop. One of the key success factors of e-retail is satisfaction with last-mile delivery service [1]. With the ever-growing need to expedite last-mile delivery to meet consumers’ expectations, retailers are increasingly eager to adopt innovative delivery service mechanisms.

One such innovative delivery service is “crowdsourced delivery,” in which orders can be picked up and delivered throughout a region by ordinary people using their own vehicles. Internet-enabled mobile technology facilitates last-mile crowd delivery services such as Kanga, Deliv, DoorDash, and GoLocal [2]. The ordinary people who become couriers are called occasional drivers (ODs), and their interaction with such technology has yielded a new variant of the vehicle routing problem (VRP) called the vehicle routing problem with occasional drivers (VRPOD). ODs can be categorized into two main types: (1) in-store customers and (2) ad-hoc drivers. These two types of ODs are similar in that they are both willing to make deliveries along a route from a specific origin to a destination. Thus, both are willing to detour from their original trips to deliver goods. The difference between the two is that in-store customers all start from the same origin (e.g., the retail store) and ad-hoc drivers have different origins (e.g., home or wherever they were when they chose to participate in the delivery service). For instance, Walmart asks in-store customers to help deliver online orders on their way home from shopping, and thus they belong to the first type [3].

The present research explores a delivery service platform that retailers can use to identify in-store ODs willing to make deliveries using their own vehicles when on their way home from shopping. The participating in-store ODs offer prices for each delivery task if the extra travel distance required is within a certain percentage of the direct travel distance from
store to home. While this is an effective way to deliver online orders, supplementary company-based drivers and vehicles are also necessary to collect and deliver online orders that have been waiting beyond a specific time threshold and have not yet been matched with ODs.

In crowdsourced delivery services, one core issue is how to match online orders with ODs [4]. There are static and dynamic versions of the matching problem. If all the information is known and will not change before the service starts, the problem is static. However, if new information may be revealed during the service time, the case is dynamic; the latter is more common in the real world. Some studies have pursued optimal solutions for crowdsourced delivery under static conditions, while others have investigated the dynamic context. In both, centralized decision-making is the most common method adopted. In the highly dynamic environment of crowdsourced delivery, purely centralized optimization requires longer computation times, and thus, some information can change during the matching process. Therefore, the optimal solution at a certain time point may not be valid even a few seconds later.

Agent-based modeling is another research stream evaluating service performance under different configurations of the dynamic crowd-based shipping issue. Agent-based simulations are modeled as individual decision-making entities called agents [5]. Agents execute their own behaviors inspired by the system they represent and the results of interactions of individual agents. Therefore, they can be used to investigate the macro-level phenomena emerging from micro-level behaviors affected by constraints or local objectives. This bottom-up simulation method has been widely used for phenomena such as traffic flow, the spread of disease, and the emergence of social norms. We used agent-based modeling to explore the possibility of incorporating auctions into crowdsourced delivery, and studied the interactions among individual agents and their effects on the patterns of practical-sized problems.

The contributions of this research can be summarized in the following three aspects. First, we considered a purely dynamic operational environment where ODs and online orders are not known in advance. Second, from the methodological point of view, we developed a decentralized agent-based model to capture the emergence of system-level features in practical problems. The system-level features considered included cost, service level, and utilization rate. The problem being investigated was a matching problem that paired the demand (i.e., online orders) with the supply (i.e., occasional drivers) for a crowdsourced delivery service. Third, this work is the first to propose an auction-based matching mechanism for ODs and online orders within the context of the dynamic VRPOD.

The remainder of this research is structured as follows. In Section 2, we summarize the relevant literature. In Section 3, we describe the dynamic VRPOD setting and explain the planning horizon. In Section 4, we present an agent-based simulation model. In Section 5, we focus on understanding the model’s performance under different parameter settings. Finally, in Section 6, we summarize the main insights and discuss directions for future research.

2. Literature

Crowdsourced delivery applies the concept of crowd-sourcing to logistics [6]. According to the structure proposed by Nourinejad and Roorda [7], there are two types of methods for dealing with the evaluation of crowdsourced delivery in last-mile logistics: centralized and decentralized. The former uses a central controller, to which all information is provided. This central controller makes decisions based on the global objective function of the system. In contrast, in the decentralized agent-based setting, decisions are made locally with incomplete information limited by time or space. Each agent behaves according to its default principles, according to a process initiated once the necessary criteria are met. In Sections 2.1 and 2.2, we discuss the recent literature relevant to this study as divided according to these two categories.

2.1. Centralized System Optimization. The VRPOD was formally introduced and formulated by Archetti et al. [8]. These researchers used a traditional centralized optimization approach to solve the VRPOD. Their objective function was to minimize the travel cost of regular vehicles (in proportion to the travel distance) and compensation paid to ODs. They considered the static case of the VRPOD, and no time window was proposed. Subsequently, Macrina et al. [9] included time windows for both customers and ODs and allowed for multiple deliveries. In addition to successfully incorporating the time window into the VRPOD, they also verified that multiple deliveries could increase cost savings. Triki [10] proposed two heuristic methods for solving the static case of incorporating combinatorial auctions into the VRPOD. In the proposed centralized decision-making tool, a global objective function is included to minimize the sum of the company vehicles and winning bid costs. The author suggested that the dynamic planning of the problem’s resolution would be a promising future avenue of research on this topic.

As mentioned above, a natural extension of the static case is the introduction of a dynamic setting. The dynamic component of the VRPOD can include not only the demand (i.e., online orders) but also the supply (i.e., ODs). An online vehicle routing problem with occasional drivers was explored by Dayarian and Savelsbergh [3]. In their dynamic version of the VRPOD, the authors developed a heuristic called a Tabu search to rapidly generate a solution at each decision epoch. Their method was centralized because choices regarding whether the online orders would be served by available ODs or regular vehicles were made by collecting all the information and minimizing the total lateness of deliveries and overall cost induced by each option. Also examining a dynamic environment, Archetti et al. [11] separated orders into two classes: static and online. They proposed a centralized online re-optimization approach in which re-optimization was triggered when new online orders arrived. It is worth noting that the researchers assumed that the ODs were known in advance. In the dynamic ridesharing problem, matching drivers and riders is similar
to matching ODs and online orders in the VRPOD. In the dynamic ridesharing problem, in which a service provider matches thousands of potential drivers and passengers with similar itineraries, the matching must be fast enough to be of use in practice [12]. Thus, designing a selection-based matching process is a nontrivial endeavor [12].

Recently, several studies have explored centralized matching between carriers and tasks. Allahviranloo and Baghestani [4] investigated the impacts of crowdsourcing on travel behavior. They formulated a mathematical model to find the optimal allocation of tasks to each carrier. The model used in practice [12]. Furthermore, designing a selection-based similar itinerary, the matching must be fast enough to be of use in practice [12].

2.2. Decentralized Agent-Based Approach. The decentralized approach is comprised of a collection of autonomous decision makers in the system called agents [7]. The agent-based approach is an ideal test environment for evaluating new crowdsourcing proposals [20]. The VRPOD is suitable for the agent-based approach due to the heterogeneity of ODs. Each OD may have different individual preferences when offering their service to deliver online orders. For example, the minimum compensation amount for the same extra travel distance may be different for two ODs if they have different compensation rates. Another characteristic of the agent-based approach is that all agents independently make rule-based decisions as they interact with other agents and their simulated environment [21].

Only a few studies have explored crowdsourced delivery performance using an agent-based approach. Chen and Chankov [22] considered the crowdsourced last-mile delivery problem and developed an agent-based simulation model to evaluate the factors influencing performance. The results showed that a higher supply (i.e., couriers) to demand (i.e., packages) ratio helped to increase the percentage of delivered packages but decreased crowd utilization. In addition, higher maximum detour times increased the number of packages delivered but also increased the chance of competition among couriers, resulting in a negative impact on crowd utilization.

The literature most relevant to our study was conducted by Castillo et al. [23]; who considered the same-day delivery problem and combined company-owned vehicles with crowdsourced drivers. The results of their agent-based simulations showed that the law and high compensation could negatively affect cost performance, and thus a moderate compensation amount for crowdsourced drivers was important for the success of the crowdsourcing-based resolution to the last-mile delivery problem.

Although the abovementioned two studies provided important insights into the factors influencing crowdsourced delivery, two significant issues have yet to be thoroughly investigated. First, the competition between ODs when there are multiple online orders and ODs has not yet been considered. Competition between ODs will affect the probability of acceptance as well as have consequences for the last-mile performance. The impact of competition under different time horizons has also yet to be investigated. The second primary issue is that the performance results of matching with competition have not been compared to those without competition. Matching with competition means that the final matching can be postponed to the last minute. Conversely, matching without competition exemplifies a grab-and-go policy. We propose an agent-based model to provide such comparisons.

3. Problem Description

Figure 1 shows the basic structure of the same-day delivery problem considered here. We assume a retail store in the center of an area with two types of customers: in-store (C_I) and online (C_O). Some of the in-store customers are willing to deliver online orders on their return trip home. These customers are referred to as ODs.

Once the ODs arrive at the store, they use an app on their smartphone to announce their willingness to participate. At
that time, they also identify their earliest and latest departure times from the store. The minimum shopping duration, representing the time gap between the arrival time and the earliest departure time, is denoted by $D_{\text{min}}$. The maximum shopping duration, representing the time gap between the arrival time and the latest departure time, is denoted by $D_{\text{max}}$. The possible matching duration for the OD, $D_{\text{match}}$, is the time difference between the maximum and minimum shopping hours. Because the OD also needs to shop, they are not included on the OD list if the current time is within their minimum shopping hours. Once the time passes beyond their earliest departure time, the OD is included on the OD list and they are allowed to offer a bid to the matching platform. The system automatically identifies unmatched online orders whose destinations fall within the geographical coverage of that OD. They are informed by the app if the OD receives the match decision during the possible match time. We assume five minutes for picking up the online order at the exit of the store and beginning delivery.

Each OD has a geographical coverage area determined by detour rules. Different detour rules can be made to determine the coverage area. It has previously been shown that ODs are often more willing to deliver online orders to the periphery of the direct path between the store and their home location [3]. In other cases, each driver may have specific coverage areas in which delivery tasks are near their home. This is likely because the OD is more familiar with that neighborhood’s destinations. We adopted the first rule, in which detours are allowed along the original route.

Following the detour rule described above, each OD can define its service area. Take OD$_1$ in Figure 1 as an example, OD$_1$ starts from the store $s$ and ends at destination $w$. Let $d_{pq}$ represent the direct distance between nodes $p$ and $q$ and $\tau_{\text{OD}}$ denote the detour ratio, where $\tau_{\text{OD}} \geq 0$. It is important to note that in practice, each OD could have different maximum detour rates. The point $v$ must satisfy $d_{sw} + d_{vw} = (1 + \tau_{\text{OD}})d_{sw}$. The collection of all points $v$ produces an ellipse. Therefore, the online orders 1 and 3 falling within the service area of OD$_2$ can be served by this OD$_2$.

Having found potential online orders, each OD, then, bids a price $\text{Bid}_{\text{OD}}$ on those desired. This price is calculated using a given compensation function. An OD’s compensation is composed of two parts: fixed compensation $c_f$ and extra distance compensation $c_e$. The fixed compensation is paid to any OD delivering at least one order. The extra distance compensation, also called the compensation parameter, is proportional to the extra distance they need to travel to reach their destination. Our setting avoids situations in which routes correspond too well (i.e., the extra distance is close to zero). In such cases, the compensation offered would be too small for an OD to be interested. The OD receives the compensation once the order is received.

Online orders enter the platform once the customer sends the purchase request through the Internet. This is called the announcement time of the online order (see Figure 2). The request indicates the ordered items and destination. The store must then spend a certain amount of time collecting the ordered items. This is called the lead-time for preparation. Once the order is collected, it is ready to be sent out; therefore, we used this ready time as the earliest pickup time. Each online order remains on the online order list until the latest matching time. Using the latest match time implicitly guarantees the minimum service level. The time between the earliest pickup and latest the match times forms the time window for matching $T_{W_{\text{OD}}}^M$ for each online order.

After seeing the candidate orders, the OD proposes bid prices for all desired. The price is computed based on the OD’s compensation parameter $c_f$ and requires extra travel distance to return to their ultimate destination. On the platform side, if the offers made by the OD are less than the maximum amount that the store is willing to pay $C_{\text{max}}$, those offers are considered by the platform as potential matches and added into the bid list for the online order. All potential bids are sorted in the order of increasing compensation so that the first match has the lowest amount. Based on the example provided in Figure 1, the bid list for each online order is shown in Table 1.

In sum, the OD bid price is established for each online order if the following two conditions are sequentially met. First, the compensation parameter of the OD needs to be less than the compensation parameter provided by the store. Then, the platform allows online orders to be bid upon if the orders are within the OD’s coverage area.

In our problem, the ODs and online orders are revealed over time. This dynamic nature makes matching the two a nontrivial issue. In a dynamic environment, a rolling horizon approach is often adopted in which plans are made using all known information within the planning time horizon. After each match, the planning horizon is “rolled” forward and the process continues [24]. Therefore, a key decision when implementing a rolling horizon approach is how frequently, and specifically when, to execute the
matching procedure. At each iteration \( q \) of the rolling horizon, we determine the matches based on the current information available to the system at that point in time. Decisions are made at every \( \delta \) time during the planning horizon.

We developed Figure 3 based on the case from Figure 1. In Figure 3, there are three predefined match times: 10:40, 11:20, and 12:00. Each OD had a 20-minute minimum shopping duration \( D_{\text{min,OD}} \) and a 40-minute possible matching duration \( D_{\text{match}} \). The time window of matching \( TW_{OD}^M \) for each online order was 120 minutes. For the sake of simplicity, we did not include online order 4. In this case, at the predefined first match time of 10:40, three available ODs and three online orders were active, and thus, they could be considered in the match decision.

Concerning the match decision, there are two types of commitment strategies for each OD: earliest and latest. In our base case, we applied the latest commitment strategy for the match. Using this strategy, the potential matches found via auction are not finalized until the last possible match time. The advantage of the latest commitment strategy is that it increases the chance of finding better matches because better online orders might still appear; however, the latest commitment can also increase the delivery time (which is the time between the announcement and the actual receipt).

Besides in-store customers’ help delivering online orders, a dedicated fleet was also included to deliver online orders not assigned to in-store customers. At the designated departure time of the regular vehicle, the unmatched online orders are ranked according to the remaining time. The remaining time is calculated between the current time and the end of the time window. Those orders with less than the predefined remaining time are then delivered by the dedicated fleet. More specifically, to better consider the urgency of the orders, all orders were divided into two categories [3]. For each order \( i \), we define \( \theta_i^{\text{LT}} \) as the latest departure time from the store. If the time gap between the current time \( t \) and latest departure time \( \theta_i^{\text{LT}} \) is less than the predefined remaining time \( \theta_{\text{min}} \), the order is designated an urgent order \((|t - \theta_i^{\text{LT}}| < \theta_{\text{min}} \text{ if } t < \theta_i^{\text{LT}})\). When the predefined departure time of a regular vehicle is reached, the urgent orders are selected for delivery. The route of the vehicle is then constructed using the greedy insertion method.

### 4. Agent-Based Model

The proposed agent-based model was designed to simulate the dynamic VRP with ODs. The model functioned using four main types of active actors (or agents): online orders, ODs, regular vehicles, and a bid-matching platform. Online orders and ODs had heterogeneous characteristics such as different destinations (for online orders) and compensation parameters (for ODs). Regular vehicles were comprised of the company-owned fleet and we assumed that these regular vehicles were homogeneous (though we could easily modify them for heterogeneous cases). Lastly, the bid-matching platform arranged the allocation of online orders to ODs. The interaction of the individual OD, rolling horizon, and regular fleet comprised the main themes of the proposed simulation model.

The entire simulation procedure began with time \( t_0 \), which was the start of the run time (see Figure 4). The online orders and ODs were subsequently revealed over time. Every time a new online order or OD entered the system, the lists of online orders and ODs were updated accordingly. Next, for each new entering OD, the bid for each qualified order was added to the current bid list. At every scheduled auction match time (or epoch) an auction-matching procedure is initiated. Next, the regular vehicle selection procedure selected urgent online orders and arranged the delivery route. Finally, the simulation time was advanced by a time lapse of \( \Delta t \) ticks. If the time at the end of the simulation was reached, it stopped; otherwise, new online orders and ODs were generated and the above procedure was repeated.

The flowchart in Figure 4 illustrates the concept of the rolling horizon approach along with the auction procedure. The corresponding pseudocode is provided by Algorithm 1. In the simulation, a fixed-increment time advance approach (i.e., rolling horizon) was used instead of a next-event time advance approach so that a certain number of ODs and online orders could be accumulated [7].

From the system perspective, the auction procedure made matches between online orders and ODs. The auction dynamics presented in Figure 5 are described below and the corresponding pseudocode is presented in Algorithm 2.

1. At the time the predefined matching time arrives, the auction procedure is initiated by retrieving the current bid list. Setting \( i \) to 1 means the first online order on the list is reviewed.
2. For current online order \( i \), the first (or best) item (i.e., OD) on the list of potential offers is assigned to the

### Table 1: Example bid list for the online order in Figure 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Online order list</th>
<th>Bid list</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Order_1</td>
<td>Bid_{OD_1}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Order_2</td>
<td>Bid_{OD_1}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Order_3</td>
<td>Bid_{OD_1}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Order_4</td>
<td>None</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### Figure 2: Matching time window for online orders.
Does \( t = \) auction match time?

Does \( t = \) Regular vehicle departure time?

Regular vehicle selects unmatched and urgent online orders (Fig 6)

\( t = t + \Delta t \)

Is the simulation time finished?

Yes

End

No


Figure 3: Relationships among rolling time horizons, ODs, and online orders at one match time point.

Figure 4: Flowchart of the simulation procedure.
online order. The best offer must then be checked regarding whether the price is lower than the total compensation limit. The best offer is not accepted if the cost of the offer is more than the compensation limit.

3. If there are multiple ODs with the same bid prices, the OD with the fewest potential offers is chosen.

4. Next, the capacity of the chosen OD is checked. If the capacity has not reached the permitted limit, the assignment is finalized; otherwise, the process proceeds to the next-best item.

5. The next unmatched online order on the online order list is checked. The process stops when all orders are checked.

6. The matched ODs exit the OD pool, and the unmatched ODs remain in the ODs pool.

7. The auction terminates if all online orders are checked.

A regular vehicle was still needed for cases in which no OD could be matched to certain online orders. Consequently, company-owned drivers and vehicles were used to complement the ODs. A flowchart describing the selection of urgent online orders to be served by regular vehicles can be found in Figure 6 and the pseudocode is shown in Algorithm 3. Urgent online orders are defined as follows. If an online order is currently unmatched and the remaining time available for matching is less than the predefined remaining time, or the current time is greater than the latest departure time from the store, the order is defined as an urgent online order. All urgent online orders are considered to be delivered by the regular fleet. Once the urgent orders were identified, they were dispatched using regular vehicles. The routes of the regular vehicles are generated using a greedy insertion method to solve the routing problem. The objective of the routing problem is to minimize the total travel distance that regular vehicles will travel. Here, we did not consider any other constraints, such as deadlines for tasks or vehicle capacity. The greedy insertion method was used to build the regular vehicle routes. The greedy insertion method includes the following steps. First, we generate an empty route that start and ends at the depot. Second, we select the online order with the least extra travel distance to the existing route and insert it into the route. Third, we repeatedly execute the second step until no urgent online orders remain. The cost of each regular driver’s route was the sum of the lengths of the arcs for the route. Note that even though we specified the latest departure time for each online order, the actual departure time might have been later because if the online order was not categorized as urgent, it was not selected for delivery by a regular vehicle. The online order remained in the system. However, it was still possible that the online order would not later be matched with an OD. Therefore, it would then be served by the next departure of a regular vehicle at an actual departure time later than the latest departure time.

In addition to the auction matching and regular vehicle dynamics shown in Figures 5 and 6, another important agent dynamic of the ODs is reflected in Figure 7 (the pseudocode is given in Algorithm 4). ODs have the autonomy to decide their compensation rate, which is a function of the normal distribution. In cases in our simulations in which an OD’s compensation parameter was lower than the maximum compensation rate, the OD bid for online orders. If the OD received match confirmations after the scheduled auction match time, the OD could then pickup and deliver those orders; otherwise, the OD waited at the retail store until the latest leave time.

5. Numerical Experiments

As mentioned in the introduction, the purpose of this study was to gain quantitative insights into the potential benefits of auction-based decentralized agent-based responses to the VRPOD. In order to accomplish this goal, we evaluated a set of randomly generated instances. Even though we did not use real-life data, we feel that the results could be considered general, at least in terms of trends. In the remainder of this section, we introduce how we generated our instances, describe what we gained from the auction mechanism, and discuss what we learned regarding the sensitivity to problem characteristics such as the flexibility of the ODs, their vehicle
We also investigated the dispatching policy for regular vehicles and the effects of different geographic distributions of online orders. All experiments were implemented in NetLogo and conducted on a 3.4 GHz Intel Core i7 processor and 8 GB RAM.

5.1. Instance Generation. We generated instances by beginning with a 10 km by 10 km square region. We further assumed that a depot for the regular vehicles was situated at the center of the square region, at [5, 5]. The store was also located at the center of the region, meaning that all the ODs had the same origin.
Note that all instances in our base-case simulation had 100 online orders and 100 ODs. To obtain the test instances for the VRPOD, the online order locations were identified by coordinates \([x_i, y_i]\), which were generated from Solomon instances. We generated destinations for the ODs in a uniformly random fashion in the squares at the lower left \([0, 0]\) and upper right \([10, 10]\) corners. The times of the online orders and ODs’ arrivals were uniformly randomly generated within the total simulation time span. We used Euclidean distances and assumed a constant speed of 25 km per hour for the regular fleet. The speed of the ODs was 20 km per hour. The reason that the ODs were made to be slower was that those drivers would not have been familiar with the road network, a condition that usually reduces travel speed.

Here, we assume that the numbers of regular vehicles and occasional drivers are fixed. Furthermore, because the cost of a regular vehicle and bids for occasional drivers are both only proportions of the distance traveled, the speed of regular vehicles and the number of occasional drivers will only affect the lateness ratio and average fulfillment time for an online order.

All instances were evaluated based on the following metrics:

1. **Cost for regular vehicles** \((C_R)\): The total cost of the routes performed by regular vehicles; the cost is proportional to the distance traveled.
2. **Cost for occasional drivers** \((C_{OD})\): The total compensation cost for the OD.
3. **Total delivery cost** \((TC)\): The total delivery cost, a combination of the above two items.
4. **Lateness ratio** \((R_{late})\): The number of late departures divided by the total number of online orders (reported as a percentage).

**Algorithm 3: Regular vehicle routing procedure.**

1. **Input**: Current list of unassigned online orders
2. Set \(\theta_{\text{min}}\) = remaining time threshold
3. for \(i = 1 \text{ to } n\) do
4. Set \(\theta_{LT}^i\) = latest departure time from the store for online order \(i\)
5. if \(|t - \theta_{LT}^i| < \theta_{\text{min}}\) or \(t > \theta_{LT}^i\) then
6. Mark order \(i\) as an urgent online order
7. end if
8. end for
9. Use greedy insertion algorithm to generate the route for urgent orders
10. Delete all urgent orders from the current order list
11. **Output**: Delivery route for urgent online orders

**Figure 6: Regular vehicle dynamics.**
**Algorithm 4: Occasional driver dynamics.**

1. An occasional driver \( j \), \( OD_j \), enter at \( t = t_i \)
2. while the clock time \( t \) is not greater than the leave time for \( OD_j \) do
3. \hspace{1em} if \( t = \text{start time to offer the bid} \) then
4. \hspace{2em} if \( OD_j \)'s compensation rate is not greater than the maximum rate
5. \hspace{3em} Provide bids to current online orders
6. \hspace{2em} else
7. \hspace{3em} \hspace{1em} \( OD_j \) exit the system
8. \hspace{2em} end if
9. \hspace{1em} if \( t = \text{scheduled auction match time} \) then
10. \hspace{2em} Run auction-based matching procedure
11. \hspace{1em} end if
12. \hspace{1em} \( t = t + \Delta t \)
13. end while

(5) Average order fulfillment time \( (T_f) \): The average time between the announcement of the online order and actual received time.

(6) Order matching rate \( (R_{order}) \): The number of matched online orders divided by the total number of online orders announced (reported as a percentage).
(7) OD matching rate ($R_{OD}$): The number of matched ODs divided by the total number of ODs (reported as a percentage).

(8) OD total detour travel distance ($Dist_{OD}$): The total detour distance traveled by the matched OD.

(i) The following parameters were set to the default values in our base case:

(ii) Total simulation time span: $T = 480$ minutes

(iii) Time horizon between two consecutive matches: 40 minutes

(iv) Time for ODs to shop in the store: 20 minutes

(v) Time for ODs to stay at the store, excluding shopping time: 40 minutes

(vi) Maximum detour ratio for each OD: 0.6

(vii) Fixed compensation for each OD: $1.00$

(viii) Variable compensation per extra travel distance for each OD: $0.60$

(ix) Maximum number of orders an OD could deliver: 2

(x) Time between two consecutive fixed departure times for the regular fleet: 60 minutes

(xi) Departure flexibility, which was the time between the earliest and latest departure times: 120 minutes

(xii) Matching commitment strategy: latest commitment strategy for matches.

5.2. Base Case Results. Using the base case settings described above, we provide the simulation results in Table 2. Under the base case, we tested the effects of different time horizon settings for two consecutive matches: 5 min, 10 min, 20 min, 30 min, 40 min, 50 min, 60 min, and 70 min. Table 2 shows that the cost of ODs decreased when the time horizon increased; conversely, the cost of regular vehicles followed an opposite trend. The lowest total cost was at around 237 to 239 when the time horizon was between 20 and 50 minutes. The CPU run time is the average run time of the simulation. As the rolling horizon increases, the CPU run-time gradually increases.

The OD match rate just slightly decreased by 4.8% (44 to 42) when the rolling time horizon was increased from 5 to 40 minutes. The success matching rate of the online orders decreased by 7.1% (70 to 65). At the same time, the compensation cost for the ODs decreased by up to 15.7% (103.75 to 87.50). Therefore, we inferred that with an appropriate rolling time horizon, there would be an increased chance to find lower-cost matches. When the rolling time horizon was increased from 40 to 70 minutes, the matching rates of online orders and ODs both decreased significantly. This showed that the benefit of increasing the time horizon would eventually be offset when the time horizon was greater than the time for ODs to stay at the store (the default setting was 40 minutes). When the time between matches was greater than the time for the ODs to stay at the store (the default setting was 40 minutes), matching opportunities became more and more often missed. This was because given the maximum wait time at the store, some ODs might not have had the chance to be matched if the matching time horizon was greater than the maximum waiting time. For example, consider an OD announced at 10:00, with the previous matching decision made at 9:55. The OD-order match could be missed if the matching time horizon was 50 minutes because the next matching decision would be at 10:45 and the OD would leave at 10:40.

5.3. Results Comparison for the Grabbing and Assignment Models. Here, we present the results for both the grabbing (i.e., without competition) and assignment (i.e., with competition) models. The grabbing model reflected ODs’ immediately grabbing orders when satisfied with the extra travel distance and compensation. This model reflected cases in which orders were selected by the first OD but not necessarily the best [25]. The assignment model was proposed in Section 4. In order to highlight the advantages of including the auction mechanism in our pairing process, we compared the results of cases “with competition” and “without competition,” using a test problem generalized from Solomon’s VRPTW benchmark problem R101. Table 3 shows that the auction significantly outperformed the no-auction in terms of average cost per online order ($1.59 vs. $1.24). The average compensation for ODs improved from $2.61 (without competition) to $1.96 (with competition), a 25.1% savings. Not surprisingly, the bid approach generated better individual cost savings; however, the matching rates for ODs (38%) and online orders (50%) decreased. Other advantages of not having competition matching include lower lateness rates and average order fulfillment times. This was because in the absence of competition cases, once matches were found, the OD could leave the store immediately.

The benefits of including a rolling horizon are two-fold. First, in the purely dynamic Case (i.e., when online orders and occasional drivers are assumed in advance to be unknown), including the rolling horizon approach allowed for the matching quality (defined as the average cost per online order per OD) to be improved by up to 11.5% when the rolling horizon was increased to a certain level (see Table 2). In addition, testing by benchmark problem, inclusion would improve the total cost by 5%, as compared to when no rolling horizon method is included (see Table 3).

It is worth noting that agent-based simulation is an effort to incorporate individual decision-making behavior into each type of agent. Therefore, it cannot be guaranteed that the obtained solution is either optimal or near-optimal [19]. In other words, agent-based simulations capture emergent phenomena. Emergent phenomena result from the interactions of individual entities with one another. As a consequence, in agent-based models, agents are not usually able to “instantaneously” find the global optimum solution space; rather, they discover the solution space in a stepwise process of searching for better solutions [26].

5.4. Sensitivity to Problem Characteristics. In this section, we discuss the implications of sensitivity to problem characteristics, including the maximum OD detour ratio, OD
5.4.1. Impact of Maximum OD Detour Ratio. Table 4 shows the impacts of different maximum detour ratios for ODs. When the ratio increased from 1.2 to 1.6 (the default setting), the OD usage ratio increased by 17% (from 36 to 42). There was also a 21% increase in online orders delivered by ODs (from 53 to 64), meaning that the number of online orders delivered by each OD increased when the maximum detour ratio increased. It is also of note that the number of matched online orders and utility rate of ODs remained almost unchanged by an increase in the detour ratio from 1.6 to 2.0. This was mainly due to the number of online orders carried being dominated by the number of items allowed for each OD to carry.

5.4.2. Impact of OD Carrying Capacity. As expected, the carrying capacity positively affected the number of matched online orders (see Table 5). The percentage of matched online orders increased as the maximum capacity increased, while the matched rate of ODs slightly decreased. This implies that the average number of orders delivered per OD increased as capacity increased.

5.4.3. Impact of the Ratio of ODs to Online Orders. To better study the interaction between the numbers of ODs and online orders, we generated three sets of ratios, according to the following rules:

| Ratio 1: ODs/online orders = 50/100. |
| Ratio 2: ODs/online orders = 100/100. |
| Ratio 3: ODs/online orders = 150/100. |

Table 6 shows the outcome of changing the ratio from 0.5 to 1.5. Clearly, as the number of ODs increased, more opportunities to find a match emerged. Therefore, the percentage of matched online orders increased from 44 to 74. The second important finding is that increasing the ratio of ODs to online orders had a negative impact on the OD match rate (from 53% to 33%). Though the OD usage rate decreased, the total matched ODs actually increased from 26.5 to 49.5. This suggests that the delivery task was performed on more ODs. At the same time, we observed that as a result of this change, the lateness ratio decreased by more than 50%.

5.4.4. Impact of OD Compensation Threshold. In this section, we compare three different compensation thresholds. Each OD was assigned a compensation coefficient by drawing a random number from a normal distribution N(0.6, 0.25) that OD was considered for crowdshipping only if the compensation coefficient was less than or equal to the compensation threshold. Note that a higher threshold meant that more ODs were allowed to enter the system, and thus, the matched rate of both online orders and ODs could be increased. Table 7 reports the results obtained from these cases. A comparison of those results revealed that allowing more ODs to participate increased the matched percentage for both online orders and ODs, but the marginal effect was diminishing.
Table 4: Maximum OD detour ratio.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Detour ratio</th>
<th>Cost</th>
<th>Online order</th>
<th>Occasional driver</th>
<th>Total</th>
<th>Lateness ratio</th>
<th>Average fulfillment time</th>
<th>Orders matched (%)</th>
<th>Orders matched (%)</th>
<th>Total detour distance</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>179.97</td>
<td>62.10</td>
<td>242.07</td>
<td>0.40</td>
<td>97.09</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>18.49</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>159.89</td>
<td>79.02</td>
<td>238.91</td>
<td>0.33</td>
<td>85.52</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>38.60</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.6*</td>
<td>152.78</td>
<td>87.21</td>
<td>239.99</td>
<td>0.30</td>
<td>81.15</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>52.59</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.8</td>
<td>145.77</td>
<td>91.03</td>
<td>236.80</td>
<td>0.29</td>
<td>78.91</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>62.89</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>146.41</td>
<td>91.37</td>
<td>237.78</td>
<td>0.29</td>
<td>78.71</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>67.79</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Default setting.

Table 5: Different OD carrying capacities.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Carrying capacity</th>
<th>Cost</th>
<th>Online order</th>
<th>Occasional driver</th>
<th>Total</th>
<th>Lateness ratio</th>
<th>Average fulfillment time</th>
<th>Orders matched (%)</th>
<th>Orders matched (%)</th>
<th>Total detour distance</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>189.80</td>
<td>56.91</td>
<td>246.71</td>
<td>0.49</td>
<td>106.57</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>28.73</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2*</td>
<td>150.96</td>
<td>87.79</td>
<td>238.75</td>
<td>0.29</td>
<td>80.23</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>52.38</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>127.45</td>
<td>102.33</td>
<td>229.78</td>
<td>0.21</td>
<td>69.47</td>
<td>74</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>66.26</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Default setting.

Table 6: Impacts of the ratio of ODs to online orders.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ODs (online orders)</th>
<th>Cost</th>
<th>Online order</th>
<th>Occasional driver</th>
<th>Total</th>
<th>Lateness ratio</th>
<th>Average fulfillment time</th>
<th>Orders matched (%)</th>
<th>Orders matched (%)</th>
<th>Total detour distance</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>50/100</td>
<td>191.90</td>
<td>63.60</td>
<td>255.50</td>
<td>0.48</td>
<td>107.70</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>40.45</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100/100*</td>
<td>151.38</td>
<td>87.64</td>
<td>239.02</td>
<td>0.29</td>
<td>81.02</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>52.44</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>150/100</td>
<td>123.70</td>
<td>98.66</td>
<td>222.36</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>68.00</td>
<td>74</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>56.01</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Default setting.

Table 7: Impact of the OD compensation threshold.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Threshold</th>
<th>Cost</th>
<th>Online order</th>
<th>Occasional driver</th>
<th>Total</th>
<th>Lateness ratio</th>
<th>Average fulfillment time</th>
<th>Orders matched (%)</th>
<th>Orders matched (%)</th>
<th>Total detour distance</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>177.10</td>
<td>71.19</td>
<td>248.29</td>
<td>0.41</td>
<td>96.84</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>50.35</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.85*</td>
<td>150.03</td>
<td>87.54</td>
<td>237.57</td>
<td>0.30</td>
<td>81.16</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>52.76</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>149.89</td>
<td>89.09</td>
<td>238.98</td>
<td>0.28</td>
<td>78.07</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>53.20</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Default setting.

Table 8: Comparison of regular vehicle dispatch policies.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dispatch policy</th>
<th>Cost</th>
<th>Online order</th>
<th>Occasional driver</th>
<th>Total</th>
<th>Lateness ratio</th>
<th>Average fulfillment time</th>
<th>Orders matched (%)</th>
<th>Orders matched (%)</th>
<th>Total detour distance</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Fixed interval*</td>
<td>154.31</td>
<td>87.04</td>
<td>241.35</td>
<td>0.30</td>
<td>81.26</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>52.87</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fixed urgent orders</td>
<td>107.94</td>
<td>88.62</td>
<td>196.56</td>
<td>0.31</td>
<td>89.98</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>53.96</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Default setting.

Table 9: Comparison of different geographic distributions of online orders.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Geographic distribution</th>
<th>Cost</th>
<th>Online order</th>
<th>Occasional driver</th>
<th>Total</th>
<th>Lateness ratio</th>
<th>Average fulfillment time</th>
<th>Orders matched (%)</th>
<th>Orders matched (%)</th>
<th>Total detour distance</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CI01</td>
<td>76.48</td>
<td>44.26</td>
<td>120.73</td>
<td>0.43</td>
<td>94.59</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>16.98</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R101</td>
<td>86.37</td>
<td>81.93</td>
<td>168.30</td>
<td>0.24</td>
<td>75.24</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>38.41</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC101</td>
<td>117.33</td>
<td>68.41</td>
<td>185.74</td>
<td>0.39</td>
<td>88.53</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>29.74</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
5.5. Impact of Regular Vehicle Dispatch Policy. We evaluated two strategies for managing the time at which regular vehicles embark to deliver online orders. The first strategy, which initiated departure once a fixed time interval of 60 minutes had elapsed. The second strategy initiated departure once the fixed number of urgent online orders reached 10. The results are shown in Table 8.

Because we only changed the company vehicle policy, the measurements referring to the ODS matched, online orders matched, and the total OD detour distance did not change. The cost of the company vehicles, however, decreased from $154.31 to $107.94 when switching from a fixed interval to a fixed number of urgent orders. The above savings were mainly the result of the policy of a fixed number of urgent orders; the average number of regular vehicles was three. However, for the fixed time interval policy, the average number of regular vehicles was six. The average number of urgent online orders per hour was between four and five. Under the fixed urgent orders policy, the company vehicle needed to wait (longer than one hour) until the number reached 10. It is of note that the average order fulfillment time was longer for the fixed urgent orders strategy. In sum, there was a tradeoff between the number of regular vehicles used and the average order fulfillment time.

5.6. Impact of Online Orders' Geographic Distribution. Here, we generated the instances beginning with the three Solomon VRPTW classes representing different geographic distribution patterns of destinations. Online order destinations were either:

1. Clustered (C101),
2. Randomly distributed (R101), or
3. Partially clustered and partially randomly distributed (RC101).

In Solomon’s benchmark problem, geographical data are randomly generated in problem set R1, clustered in problem set C1, and a mix of random and clustered structures in problem set RC1. Hence, R101 represents the first instance in problem set R1, C101 is the first instance in problem set C1, and RC101 is the first instance in problem set RC1.

We assumed that all ODS began from a central location (the store) and the destinations were uniformly randomly distributed throughout the area. The results in Table 9 show that the highest number of matched ODs was for R101 (38%) and the lowest was for C101 (22%). This was because the OD destinations were uniformly randomly generated. Therefore, if the online orders are clustered (C101), the chance that an OD can not find any matchable online orders increases. Furthermore, it was easier to increase competition among ODs if a cluster of online orders happened to be bid upon by several ODs. The above two reasons made it more likely that some ODs would not be matched with online orders in C101.

Conversely, if the online orders’ destinations were randomly distributed, such as in instance R101, competition between ODs was less likely. Thus, R101 had the highest number of online order matches (62%). It is also of note that the number of matched orders for R101 was 63% more than the number for C101, implying that a better geographic distribution alignment between the online orders and ODs would significantly increase the match ratio for the service.

6. Conclusions

In this research, an auction-based multiagent model of the dynamic VRPOD was simulated to explore the potential value of auctions in crowdsourced delivery services. Overall, we concluded that the levels of match quality depended on the values for the rolling time horizon, the time period between two consecutive matches. If the rolling time horizon was similar to the time ODs would be at the store, then, the average compensation cost for each OD was optimized. Conversely, if the rolling time horizon was much smaller than the OD stay time, the average compensation cost per OD increased because the short rolling horizon increased the likelihood of missing the chance to accumulate online orders between auction runs. However, if the rolling time horizon was longer than the OD stay time, the compensation cost per OD increased due to the reduced opportunity to be matched.

Our proposed auction-based model was also compared with the nonauction case. The advantage of the auction was that the compensation paid to each OD could be reduced by up to 23.8%, but the nonauction scenario demonstrated less lateness. We further showed that the match rate for online orders was positively related to the detour ratio, OD carrying capacity, ratio of ODs to online orders, and OD compensation threshold. Finally, waiting to accumulate a fixed number of urgent online orders, rather than waiting for a fixed time interval, decreased the cost per regular vehicle.

In the proposed simulation model, we assumed that ODs would insist on their initial compensation rate throughout the time period they remained at the store. In fact, if ODs desiring delivery tasks before leaving the store do not receive any matches, they may change their preferences as the time remaining approaches the threshold value. The current model could be modified to include changing preferences, an issue that will be considered in future work.

Auction mechanisms are a rich area of future study. How auction mechanisms affect the performance of the VRPOD and its application to realistic problems are topics worthy of further investigation.
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